PRESENTATION

Our Company
“We are a group of professionals practicing in the areas of law and
computer engineering, specializing in technology and people
development within organizations. Our approach is to guide and
show each of our clients that Information Security and
Cybersecurity needs to center on the most important link in the
cybersecurity chain, the human factor.”
Juan Pablo López Maluenda
Director Ciberlegal

Our Mission
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"Our goal is to educate and build a high level of
awareness in organizations with the objective
of preventing or mitigating technological risks.
Our approach is to make management
executives, employees and third parties
understand the correct use of technology and
the main challenges it poses."

SERVICES
Certification of the Attendance
Recording and Control System
To avoid fining companies, the Chilean
Labor Bureau has recently required that
the attendance recording and control
systems companies use be authorized
by it.
As such, all companies that must be
certified as of December 28, 2021 must
do so in accordance with ruling no.
2927/58.
Our company, which specializes in
advising on legal matters related to
technology, especially cybersecurity,
has developed a comprehensive plan for
certifying your company’s attendance
recording and control systems.
To this end, we offer the following
services in this area:

A) Analysis of the entire system
(software and hardware).
B) Reporting gaps detected for
correction.
C) Advising the client in case of
doubts about any of the items to be
certified.
D) Issuance of the certificate plus
the final detailed certification
report, submitting proof and other
documents required with the Labor
Bureau.
E) Filing and processing the
application
for
obtaining
authorization to operate the
system with the Labor Bureau.
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
We have more than 18 years of
professional experience in the
local and global markets, advising
companies
from
various
industries, particularly in the area
of information security, and
delivering innovative, simple and
streamlined solutions that meet
your
clients’
and
your
cybersecurity needs.
Our approach is to design action
strategies tailored to each
business, with the objective of
prioritizing time and resource
savings
during
complex
processes.
Our expertise includes broad experience
in advising technology companies,
especially companies that provide
networking services such as network
infrastructure, data centers, application
development, and e-commerce.
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Contact
+56 9 8419 1661
www.ciberlegal.cl

contacto@ciberlegal.cl

